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The Company
englisch dekor textilverlag –
Europe’s Specialist for Flame Retardant Textiles
Founded in 1866 by Eduard August Englisch in Vienna, the continuously expanding company
is managed in the fourth generation by the Fleischmann family. englisch dekor’s strength lies
in its service – being able to offer its customers the widest selection possible and delivering
promptly, at low cost and in all quantities all over Europe. The commitment and powers of
innovation of the employees are the reason for the successful internationalization of this
venerable brand.
englisch dekor’s reference list reads like a “who is who” including renowned names like Hotel
Sacher Vienna or Hilton Zürich as well as the Helsinki Airport, the Vienna State Opera and the
Life-Ball 2009. The textiles provide the greatest selection of fabrics in all variations, particularly
in the important “flame retardant” certification category. englisch dekor has spared no cost or
effort with respect to innovation and development to remain as up to date in this very crucial
area as possible, thereby securing its leadership position.
In the field of architecture, Englisch has set itself a new goal – not least because of its own
affinity (the company premises were designed by the architects Hermann & Valentiny) –
namely, supporting interior designers and architects with its expertise. Providing expert advice
and creating showrooms can be considered a matter of course. Because Erich and Heinz
Fleischmann know from their own experience how difficult it is for designers to find the right
textiles with the all-important, mandatory certificates and norms.
Preventing and hindering fires in buildings are therefore not empty words to englisch dekor.
This “Mission Statement,” fast delivery, sophisticated and perfectly functioning logistics and
over 4,000 designs stocked on the company premises are already appreciated by a wide range
of clients and is now appealing to architects, too.
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Facts & Figures
englisch dekor textilverlag, HandelsgesmbH & Co KG
Scheydgasse, 1230 Wien, Austria
Managing Directors: Mag. Erich Fleischmann und Mag. Heinz Wymetal-Fleischmann
englisch dekor is bearer of the National Coat of Arms since 1982

